
President’s Report 2016 – 2017 

 
This is my 4th and final report after the 2 -terms 4-years as the President. 

 

I would like to divide my reports into 2 parts.  Part 1 is about the year 2016 – 2017.  Part 2 is a 

retrospective review of these 4 years and my hopes for the future. 

 

2016 – 2017 is another busy year for the Council as reported in the Council Report.   

 

We have implemented “Active Assessment” into our new curriculum of training.  One of our 

College’s chief function is to uphold and promote the standard of ophthalmologists.  To be a good 

ophthalmologist, a trainee must show he / she has acquired adequate surgical skills and can operate 

independently in a number of eye surgeries.  It is a difficult job to reconcile what is “Ideal” with 

“Reality”. Take for example, Retinal Surgery or Corneal Graft Surgery. ''Ideally “how many cases 

should a trainee have done before he is qualified? In “Reality”, how many such cases are available to 

him?  With the benefit of wisdom drawn from open consultation, discussions in Council and the 

diligent work of Dr. YUNG Hon Wah, Chairman of the Training Curriculum Review Committee, we 

have arrived at the optimal requirement for the time being and years to come.  These requirements 

should of course be reviewed from time to time. 

 

Our membership keeps on expanding and the business transacted by the Council is ever growing.  The 

Council has therefore resolved to add 2 more Council member posts in 2016 and in 2017 to add 2 

more Council member posts also, totalling 17 Council members (including office bearers) so as to 

better serve our Fellows and members. This is met with great enthusiasm from the Fellows. We have 

received 12 nominations for the 6 vacant positions as council members.  

 

It shows that there is both a need for the Council to expand and that Fellows are keen to serve the 

College. Our decision to involve more Fellows as Council members has proven to be correct, has 

commanded great support among the membership. I hope this passion of the Fellows will grow from 

strength to strength. 

  

Looking back at the 4 years of my term as the president, we, the Council, with the help and support 

of all the members at large, did achieve some accomplishments. 

 

We revised and updated our training curriculum.  We fine-tuned our examinations to make them more 

objective.   

 

We co-organized LASIK certificate course with the CUHK and HKAPES as an important public-

private cooperation.  All these serve to promote the standard of our trainees and Fellows. 

 

Together with other international organizations, we co-organized large-scale scientific meetings, e.g. 

the World Glaucoma Congress 2015 and the coming APAO 2018.  This secured our position as one 

of the leading ophthalmological center of the world.   

 

Along with the expansion of our membership (from 259 Fellows, 48 Associate Fellows and 26 

Members 4 years ago to 299 Fellows, 46 Associate Fellows and 26 Members now) we increased our 

Council members from 13 to 17 so that we can discharge our duties more efficiently and better serve 

our members.  We also created the title “Honorary Fellow” to honour distinguished persons who have 

given great contribution to the College and ophthalmic service to the public. 

 

In upholding the duty we owe to the public and in keeping with decades of tradition, we worked hand 

in hand with the HKOS to organise an annual public education program. On top of that, a series of 10 



Roadshow Episodes was launched from September to November in 2015. The episodes were shown 

12 times per day in 2,600 Kowloon Motor Buses. They highlight several common eye diseases and 

more importantly, raise public awareness of the role of ophthalmologists.  

 

We cooperated with Project Vision and Hyper Workshop Limited to produce a series of Educational 

Cartoon. Through our collaboration with the Education Bureau, this will be distributed to primary 

schools as teaching materials so that students can learn about eye health and acquire eye care 

knowledge in an interesting way. 

  

After 20 years, we have renovated our College Chamber so that the space is better utilized and our 

secretaries can work more comfortably. 

 

On a less serious note, we also had a very enjoyable and memorable 20th Anniversary Celebration. 

 

We had many in-depth discussions within the Council and with broader members on the matter of 

manpower.  This, as everybody appreciates, is a very difficult issue.  Many possible solutions, be it 

long time or temporary, have been explored. The discussions were fruitful in that we did make some 

progress and arrived at a better understanding among ourselves.  Manpower remains one of the major 

challenges we have to overcome.  Rome was not built in a day and every small step counts. 

 

As we look to the future, we should aspire to improve the standing of our Annual Scientific Meeting 

– the Hong Kong Ophthalmological Symposium, from a local meeting to a ''Regional Meeting'' in the 

near future, with an eye to becoming a regular and well recognized International Meeting.  I do look 

forward to the day when our scientific journal, the Hong Kong Journal of Ophthalmology, can attract 

more quality papers as we aim to be indexed one day. 

 

Our training curriculum also has to be revised from time to time in order that we nurture our “ideal 

ophthalmologist”.   

 

Finally, let us remind ourselves of what lies at the heart of our calling, which is none other than 

providing the best eye care to the public.  To achieve this, we must collaborate closely with the 

various eye care disciplines including doctors (Family Physician and Ophthalmologists), nurses, 

optometrists, orthoptists, optical dispensers etc.  All concerned must work as a team. We all have our 

roles to play as provided by the law and informed by their training.  We must all work harmoniously 

together under the leadership of the team captain– WE, the OPHTHALMOLOGIST. 

 

I shall be succeeded by Prof. Jimmy LAI whom I look up to leading us – the College, the profession 

– to conquer all these challenges and raise the standard of eye care to higher levels. 

 

To conclude, I must express my heartfelt gratitude to our College Council members, past and present, 

our Secretariat, and all the Fellows and Members who have given me your staunch support and 

bestowed upon me the great honour of serving the College as your President for the past 4 years. 

 

I thank you. 

  

Dr. CHOW, Pak Chin 

President 

The College of Ophthalmologists of Hong Kong 

 


